
Oil

Oil prices traded sideways on Friday but fell more than 2% on the week mostly due to COVID-19 cases surging globally while oil supply is set 
to rise in coming weeks. The Brent front month settled the week at 41,92 USD/bbl, down 2 cents. In some parts of the world, daily increas-
es of infections are hitting records and new restrictions are being put in place to limit travel. At the same time, more crude is also being 
exported from OPEC producers Iran and Libya despite efforts by the OPEC and their allies to limit output. Oil prices are down this morning 
as rising coronavirus cases upset hopes for a smooth recovery in fuel demand, so we expect the oil market to trade down today.

Gas

Gas markets for north-west Europe faced sliding prices initially on Friday. Here increases in wind output for the short term were priced 
in on the one hand. Addtionally high LNG volumes were weighing. Eventually prices turned around though and got lifted into positive 
territory once more on the outlook of cool temperatures during the coming days for major parts of Europe supporting demand. Low 
wind generation and cool conditions might support today as well.

Coal

The European coal market saw prices softening in Friday’s session. From a fundamental view upside risks remain for the winter supply 
to  Europe as Colombian supplies are disrupted while Russian miners are seen with efforts to limit their production. Losses seem to 
have been incurred on profit-taking. The API2 Cal-21 contract finished the session at 59,91 USD/t, down 0,58 USD/t on the day. The 
market is not unlikely to turn to gains once more.

Carbon

After the EUA price has varied in the 26 to 28 EUR/t range during the week, the Dec ‘20 contract settled the whole week at 26,17 EUR/t, 
down 0,62 EUR/t from Thursday. The current situation points to high probability of buying interest in the area below 26 EUR/t. In case 
of further losses, we expect those to be rather limited. On the other hand, we do not expect prices to test the 30 EUR/t mark right away 
again if no real changes can be observed. For today we expect a rather neutral result or a small increase.

Hydro

After some initial days with dry weather, the region will see much wetter weather again. A vast low pressure system over northern Europe will hit 
also Scandinavia with mild and unsettled weather. The forecasts are pointing in a direction of approximately  2-3 TWh above normal where the EC 
models seems a bit wetter than the GFS modelling. There are few options of a change to drier forecasts but in that case a high pressure system over 
Russia  could move in from the east to block the lows from southwest but it is a low probability at the moment. The hydrological situation shows a 
surplus of 20 TWh and with that in mind it is now apparent that it weighs on the Norwegian hydro producers ability to elevate their prices. 

Germany

Prices along the German power forward curve were seen sliding on Friday. While Q4-20 ended the day at 39,55 EUR/MWh, down 0,25 
EUR/MWh, the Cal-21 contract lost 0,55 EUR/MWh on the day to finish the session at 40,45 EUR/MWh. Stabilising gas contracts did lit-
tle to support, the focus was seemingly on softer emissions prices as well as concerns around the impact of Covid infections. We seem 
to be set for a bit of a mixed session, with the market opening to the downside. Fuels might prove supportive in the end, though.

Equities

The coming month will be interesting due to worries about corona virus developments and the November, 3 presidential election in the 
U.S. The market will follow debates between Biden and Trump and try to determine which alternative is better for the stock market. 
There might be different outcomes for different sectors depending on performance in those debates. The last week, after the sell off, 
was ending green and this morning the Asian markets are up and futures prices, both is U.S. and Europe, indicate an upward movement 
today.

Conclusion

Towards the end of the trading week the Nordic power market saw a bit of a mixed picture in closing prices. The Oct-20 contract, down 
0,49 EUR/MWh, settled at 16,21 EUR/MWh. Q4-20 at 21,20 EUR/MWh lost 0,40 EUR/MWh on the day. YR-21 on the other hand main-
tained an upside of 0,08 EUR/MWh to end the week at 23,63 EUR/MWh. Current precipitation forecasts as well as high hydro storage 
levels keep being in the main focus and are likely to continue weighing on prices today.
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26-sep 5,55 5,55 5,55 5,55 21,72 2,98 3,45 November 36,00 38,90 31,90 33,90 36,78 21,40 22,40 November 43,67 33,98 61,56

27-sep 9,81 9,84 9,84 9,84 15,61 2,07 3,04 Q1-21 31,38 32,13 33,63 34,50 43,30 27,90 28,00 Q1-21 43,92 37,06 0,00

28-sep 43,83 43,83 41,05 42,33 41,07 1,93 11,36 2021 34,98 36,13 27,63 30,43 39,61 23,63 23,63 2021 45,01 37,82 0,00


